Dear Mother Earth ,

I am writing to you to thank you for all the wonderful things you provide us with. We
appreciate the breath-taking nature and wildlife around and the essential water and air .
However, we may not be able to enjoy these things if we don’t change our ways and care
for you once again. There are many ways we could change to restore the planet like
recycling and changing the way we travel.

Everyday we drive our cars to work , school and shops filling the air with co2 emissions
which fills the atmosphere with greenhouse gases, causing climate change which has a
massive impact on our wildlife. So how do we change this? To prevent climate change,
driving an electric car is a lot better for our planet , so to encourage people to buy them
we need to lower the prices so many more people can buy them. Another way to help is
that you can share cars, so you could take your friend to school and then less cars will be
on the road.

We can also help you by recycling a lot more so our landfills are less full. Also by using
smaller amounts of food we can make more meals and not buy loads of food, as well as
reusing the leftovers. When we are at the checkout, people can bring reusable bags with
them and don’t buy plastic bags . Rather than throwing your clothes away people could
give them to family, friends and clothes bank and also charity shops . Furthermore , if you
buy water in a plastic bottle why not wash it and use it the next day .

As humans there are many ways we can help you and we must look after you and care for
you. Many companies like Tesla are making cars that are better for you ensuring that you
will be healthy once again . I hope that we will change our ways to help you .

Yours sincerely

Katie

